
 
 

 

       

Surge Holdings (SURG) 

 

Overview: 

- Price: 0.42 per share 

- Performance: -47% YTD 

- Market Cap: $35M 

 

Alright we’re not going to lie this was a tough one. Aside from Surge’s website there really isn’t 

much information to grab. The company has its hands in so many different places. What’s 

probably most exciting was their recent deal with PastTime Foods to utilize their blockchain 

software as service. 

 

They announced an MOU commitment of 40,000 new store locations utilizing the SurgePays 

Blockchain SaaS portal with a commitment of $1,500 per month in sales per location. 

 

CEO Brian Cox said, “We anticipate this rollout to be completed within the next 12 months. 

Surge should see an annual impact of $720 Million top line sales after 40,000 stores have been 

onboarded.  Additionally, I see our relationship with Pastime Foods growing far beyond this 

40,000 store rollout.” 

 



 
 

Ok, so this is really big for a company that trade at a $35M market cap. We looked at their SEC 

filings and for some reason there is no filing for this deal. We’re not saying its sketchy but we 

can’t comment on anymore details of the deal further than the few paragraphs mentioned on 

their site. 40,000 stores x $1,500 x 12 = $720M. So wait, 40,000 locations will transact $1,500 

per month in sales per location on their blockchain software as a service or that’s what Surge is 

going to collect? From the look’s of Cox’s quote he is saying that is what they’ll collect. How big 

is Pastime Foods to pay Surge $720M a year? Or at least collect that in fees and expenses? 

Something doesn’t sound right. We searched up Pastime and they don’t even have a 

functioning site which is super suspect. To add to it, the last time Pastime made a tweet or 

Facebook post was 3.5 years ago. 

 

We’re not saying the deal isn’t legit but something smells funny here. Also, how was Surge able 

to utilize blockchain or build out their own platform with $1.6M in total cash and cash 

equivalents. We see no partner or joint venture filings anywhere so there doesn't seem to be 

any other companies helping them out or using them as a third party. They have hired a VP of 

Blockchain Technology of a guy named John Mott. Image below, one of his recent positions was 

“None”. When reading further it says he worked for himself doing some custom software 

developments and labeled it as none for 16 years. He didn’t do it under any LLC or anything I 

guess so either unemployed and didn't want to write it or was a freelancer. Why not just right 

freelancer then? 

 

You know where stand with nano caps, though. No way in the world we can recommend this 

company to anyone but if you decide to go ahead we wish you the best of luck! 

 

 


